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Our purpose
The wellbeing of Australia and its contribution to the future of our planet
and its people are at the core of our vision and purpose.
This is what we stand for:
Our Vision
To grow a sustainable and significant Australia
Our Purpose
To support young people to become practical and holistic leaders of the
future, who are aligned to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (UNSDGs).
Our Values
•

We are passionate explorers

•

We believe in young people

•

We are change agents

•

We are our past and our future

•

We trust

•

We are the ‘do-ers’

•

We are courageous

•

We are inclusive
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supported the Board to review and
update its vison and purpose
statement, to reflect the challenges
and opportunities of our time.

MESSAGE FROM

THE CHAIR

The wellbeing of Australia and its
contribution to the future of our
planet and its people are at the core
of our new vision and purpose. Our
vison is to grow a sustainable and
significant Australia. Our purpose is
to support young people to become
practical and holistic leaders of the
future, who are aligned to
the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (UNSDGs).

The financial year 2019/20 has in
many ways been an outstanding
year for BBM Youth Support.
We were honoured with Vice Regal
Patronage when Her Excellency,
The Governor of New South Wales
became our Patron. She is a
tremendous support to the
organisation and especially to our
scholars. We are grateful for her
personal messages of
encouragement during what has
proven to be a year of both
challenges and opportunities.
We also welcomed Henrietta Ardlie
as our new CEO, following Melanie
Stray’s decision to step down in
November after over four years in
the role. Melanie built the
organisation into the modern not-for
-profit it is today, laying solid
foundations for future growth and
development.

With this new focus we are ready to
develop a strategy that sees BBM
lead with impact and empowers our
future leaders to travel, learn and
grow with both passion and
resilience.
Strengthening the communication
with our Little Brothers, connecting
them with each other and hearing
their stories has been a key focus of
the past financial year.

While the Big Brother Movement
provided a deeply rewarding time
for many, we also learn of great
During what has been a tumultuous
hardship that some experienced on
year for so many with the impacts of
their journey.
Covid-19, Henrietta has steered the
organisation through a period of
Some of the young men who
significant challenges and change. migrated to Australia with the Big
Her leadership experience,
Brother Movement were minors at
authentic and collaborative style
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Her Excellency The Honourable Margaret Beazley AO QC, Governor of New
South Wales (third from left) with (left to right) Henrietta Ardlie, BBM incoming
CEO, Melanie Stray, BBM outgoing CEO and Stephen Wilkinson, BBM Chairman
at the 2019 Awards Night, Parliament House.

the time, and as such the BBM
Board of Directors have chosen to
join the National Redress Scheme
to ensure BBM can respond to any
case of Little Brothers who may
have suffered and are
seeking redress. This is an
important step for BBM to
acknowledge its responsibility to
our Little Brothers, our
organisational history and our
values.

With these critical directions and
clarity of vision, the Board feels well
prepared and optimistic to be
turning challenges into
opportunities, and opportunities into
impact for the next financial year.

Stephen Wilkinson
BBM Chairman
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Whilst travel restrictions put a halt
to our scholars beginning their
overseas adventures, it didn’t put a
stop to our passionate explorers
drawing on their remarkable
resilience and adaptability.

MESSAGE FROM

THE CEO
Since joining in November, it has
been a privilege to lead the BBM
team through a time of
extraordinary change for our
scholars and Little Brothers.

We encouraged our scholars to
use their time to grow their
networks both with their wider
industry community, with one
another, seek out new challenges
here in Australia and to continue to
feed their curiosity to improve their
industry and Australia.

Building on the strong foundations
laid by outgoing CEO Melanie
Stray, we developed a new vision
and purpose for BBM which
continues to guide us through the
uncertain impacts of Covid-19.

During this time we have drawn on
our courage and embraced our
commitment as change agents. We
are reshaping the future of our
Connecting the extraordinary
scholarship program to ensure
legacy of BBM with our future
greater outcomes for our scholars,
direction was a focus of our
the industries we support and
strategy day in March. Attended by
stronger alignment to our vision to
key stakeholders, together we
‘grow a sustainable and significant
created a set of meaningful and
Australia’.
impactful BBM values which we
feel deeply connected to:
With our focus on developing new
•

We are passionate explorers

•

We are change agents

•

We trust

•

We are courageous

•

We believe in young people

•

We are our past and our future

•

We are the ‘do-ers’

•

We are inclusive

partnerships and new recruitment
avenues for our scholars, we were
pleased to see a 73% increase in
the number of applications to our
Global Industry Scholarship
program this year, despite the
challenging time of the pandemic.
Financially, Covid-19 had an
impact on the markets and in turn
on our portfolio. Expenses were
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Studying the records of the Big Brother Movement with BBM’s volunteer archivist
Dick Steell during my first month at BBM and learning about the rich history of the
organisation.

kept to a minimum across the
board and reduced the number of
scholarships we were able to open
for application in March.

It continues to be a joy to meet
(albeit by phone or email) the many
active Little Brothers involved with
BBM. I know my Grandfather
Colonel John Caddy (Executive
Building and maintaining
Committee Member, UK Big
engagement with our Little Brother Brother Movement 1966-1989)
community continues to be a key
would have loved the opportunity to
focus for BBM. Since the pandemic meet many of the Little Brothers
was announced, we saw an
today.
estimated 15% increase in
communications from our Little
Brother community including
family members and first time
Henrietta Ardlie, CEO
reconnections with BBM.
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JULY

AUGUST

We welcome two new
members, Tim Eyes and
Nathan Gore-Brown to the
BBM Board of Directors.
Both are past BBM Scholars
and bring their scholarship
experience and a wealth of
diverse professional
expertise to the Board.

The BBM Board of Directors is
honoured to announce that
The Honourable Margaret
Beazley AO QC, Governor of
New South Wales has agreed to
grant Vice Regal Patronage to
BBM Youth Support.

2019

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

20 Little Brothers and
partners come together at
the Gold Coast Reunion to
share their stories. We have
plenty of wonderful photos to
celebrate the occasion.

The BBM Board appoints
Henrietta Ardlie as CEO.
Henrietta’s appointment follows
Melanie Stray’s decision to step
down as CEO after more than
four years in the role.
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

We welcomed 140 guests, scholars,
families, industry and education
partners, supporters and members
to celebrate the 2019 BBM Awards
Night at Parliament House Sydney.
We were able to personally present
awards to 20 of the 28, 2019 BBM
Global Industry Scholars.

Two Little Brothers, Chris
Douglas and Richard
Tunbridge met up in
Norfolk, (UK) in October
(2019) to mark the 60th
anniversary of their
departure from Tilbury on
the SS Orontes on
December 22nd 1959.

2020
JANUARY
The year 2020 started with
Australia experiencing the peak of
its worst ever bushfire season.
Among the volunteers, fighting
the blaze with a broken arm, is
BBM Board Director and 2010
BBM Agriculture Scholar Tim
Eyes. By January, Tim had been
fighting fires on the Central Coast
for months, on top of his day job
as a contractor running dozens of
farms, some of which were also
been affected by spot fires.
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FEBRUARY
Ken Johnstone, Little Brother and past
Director of BBM Youth Support
celebrates his 80th birthday.
Throughout the decades of his
involvement with BBM he not only
recorded the organisation’s financial
history but he is also BBM’s greatest
advocate for the BBM Jazz
Scholarship which he presented to
Josh Meader at the 2019 Awards
Night.

2020

APRIL

MARCH

Despite COVID-19, BBM
Ambassador Graham Ross
and BBM CEO Henrietta Ardlie
launch the 2021 BBM
Scholarships on Graham’s
radio show. It will turn out be
BBM’s strongest year in terms
of applications received.

The COVID-19 pandemic
forces most of the travelling
BBM scholars to return home
and the 2019 Scholars to
postpone their trips as
Australia closes international
borders.
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MAY

JUNE

National Volunteer Week is a
great opportunity to celebrate
the many helping hands that
make the BBM world go around.

As the financial year draws to
a close and the impacts of
COVID-19 are felt throughout
the BBM community. Our
Patron, The Honourable
Margaret Beazley AO
QC, Governor of New South
Wales, sends a video
message of support to our
scholars:

In 2020 we received corporate
volunteering support from Dr
Robin Roberts and her team
from Griffith University Asia Institute, producing videos of alumni
in both Sydney and Brisbane.

Our Big Brother Movement
records and stories continue to
be in safe hands with Little
Brothers Dick Steell and David
Coleman.

“[…] While the world seems
as if it is on hold at the
moment, be assured your
scholarship journey will
continue. Take this opportunity to build your relationships
and your networks. While
refining how you will advance
your proposed studies stay
connected to your
international partner
organisations and to your
support networks, including
your fellow scholars. Most
importantly, remain positive.

Thank you to everyone who gave
their skills, time and support.

Your future is as bright as
ever.”

BBM’s talented volunteer
Assessment Panel expertly
judged our scholarship
applications. Our flourishing
alumni community enthusiastically promoted our scholarships
and generously mentored our
scholars.
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Eric Haines

Ben Madden

Treasurer

Director

THE

BOARD
Stephen Wilkinson
Chair

Nathan Gore-Brown

Tim Eyes

Director

Director
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Carmen Welss

Communications & Programs
Manager

Samantha Andrews

Scholarships Administrator

Courtney Buchannan
Digital Communications
Assistant

THE

TEAM
Henrietta Ardlie
CEO

Annemaree Adams
Office Administrator

David Coleman

Big Brother Movement
Volunteer
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Dick Steell

Volunteer Archivist

The Big Brother Movement

Our Heritage
Over the past financial year, the
BBM Team has seen around a15%
increase in the volume of
communication with Little Brothers
and their family members.

family members from around the
globe seeking to reunite with
relatives or Little Brothers seeking
to make contact with long lost
friends.

We believe the impact of Covid-19
has in part played a role in
increasing this volume.
These communications have
included Little Brothers looking for
their records to write their story,

We hope through these
conversations to capture Little
Brother biographies for publication
on our website and to feature in
our regular newsletter. These
stories are appreciated by our Little

37

25 30
to

Little Brothers make
direct contact with
BBM every month.
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New Little Brother
stories published
on the BBM
website.

Brother community and are an
invaluable record of the history of
Australia and the Big Brother
Movement.

So excited to see the
Billy’s story….. you have
done an amazing job.

The Big Brother Movement’s story,
as an organisation, is an important
part of the social history picture of
Australia but it is only the outline of
the picture.

Billy died on 28 October 2014. I
appreciate you being willing to
keep Billy’s story
alive for a long time.

— Mary Barker,
The stories of Little Brothers fill in
Billy‘s cousin
the colours and details of this
picture. They are vibrant tales filled
with anachronism and adventure,
often expressing gratitude for the
opportunity BBM afforded them.
Many tell of a time of hope and
To commemorate the Little
opportunity.
Brothers who came to Australia
with the Big Brother Movement,
Other stories paint the picture with BBM installed a memorial Plaque at
different hues, recounting times of the Australian National Maritime
great challenges and adjustment.
Museum in Sydney.

15%

4 issues of the Little Brother
e-Newsletter reached
more than

370

Approx. increase in
communication with
Little Brothers and
their families.

Little Brothers.

Thanks for your most interesting communication (BBM
Newsletter) that I read with much interest. It is so great
to be able to read the update on Little Brothers.
— James Donaldson (Ranchi 1951)
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45
The Big Brother Movement

Little Brothers
attended Reunions.

Our Heritage

Before the Covid-19 pandemic put a stop to our face-to-face contact
with our Little Brothers we were fortunate to have two reunions on the
Gold Coast Reunion in August 2019 and in the Riverina in October.
20 Little Brothers made it to the Gold Coast and 25 to the Riverina.

Volunteer Little Brother Stuart
Gearey (Orontes ‘57) promoting
the Gold Coast Reunion in the
Jimboola Times.
The Riverina reunion was kindly
promoted by volunteer Little
Brother Stephen Noble
(Strathnaver ‘55).
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The BBM

Scholarships
In 2019/20 we awarded 28 BBM
Global Industry Scholarships to
young people in Agriculture,
Horticulture, Trades and the
Performing Arts.
27 scholars completed their
scholarships with more than 45

host companies and organisations
in 12 countries across the UK,
Europe, North America and Asia.
We committed an investment of
$224,000 to enable our 28 new
scholars to travel, learn and grow.
Due to COVID-19 however, we

So many opportunities and
connections are made possible.
People who you wouldn’t know
will impact your career
are suddenly present in your
life and you make one step
closer to your dreams.

Jade Moffatt, 2018 Trade Scholar,
travelled to the UK and France in 2019
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were forced to halt all travel plans
but Scholars have been able to
defer their travel until it is safe again
to do so.
Our Horticulture scholarships once
again received phenomenal industry
support. We were grateful to partner
again with Mayfield Garden as the
sponsor of a BBM Horticulture
Scholarship. The Ryde Student
Fund and industry partner the
Independent Garden Centres also
generously co-sponsored a
Horticulture scholar. The Nursery
and Garden Industry NSW & ACT
also sponsored a Horticulture
Scholarship.

Scholarship
opportunities such as
this equip students with
practical skills and
knowledge that
employers are
looking for.
- Todd Park,
TAFE NSW

BBM donated $40,000 to the Tocal
College Youth Education Program,
providing 12 students with essential
education scholarships.
The focus for developing our
scholarship program in 2019/20 has
been on deepening our close
relationship with education and
training providers for our vocational
scholarships.

TAFE NSW became a close partner
and supported our program through
their media unit as well as their
internal communications, promoting
the scholarships to all teaching staff
in relevant disciplines across
campuses in NSW.
TAFE WA and TAFE VIC have also
been supportive in promoting BBM
to their staff and students across
multiple channels.
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It is opportunities such
as this that are pivotal to
ensuring we have the
next generation of
Industry leaders to
continue on in this
amazing industry.
- Ray Lee, Nursery &
Garden Centres NSW
and ACT

The benefits are endless,
this scholarship has seriously
changed my life!
- Connor Linz, 2018 Trade Scholar,
travelled to Canada in 2019

The BBM

Scholarships … continued
In April, despite the uncertainty of the COVID-19 pandemic, we opened
the application round for scholarship travel in 2021 and received a
record number of applications from across Australia.
We were able to reach a more
diverse pool of applicants by
successfully engaging our training and education partners, our
alumni network and our primary
audience through social media.
We were also able to further
improve our assessment
processes by providing more
support for the independent
industry panel members
process.
Our global network came
together as COVID-19 kept us apart.
UK Scholarship Host Mentor Andrew
Fisher Tomlin recorded for our
scholars his top 5 tips on how to use
lockdown to your career advantage.
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“It is opportunities such as
this that are pivotal to ensuring we have the next generation of industry leaders to continue on in this amazing industry.”
- Ray Lee, Nursery and Garden industry of NSW & ACT

Ros Andrews, Trustee 1997 – 2020 (second from right) at the 2019 BBM Awards
Night with (from left) BBM Ambassador Graham Ross, Tyler Howard, 2019 BBM
Horticulture Scholar and Charlotte Gale, 2018 BBM Horticulture Scholar - both
sponsored by the Ryde Student Fund.

Horticulture is an industry not known for its ‘splash of cash’ for
extra training or upskilling. But since 2017 the Ryde School of
Horticulture Student Fund has been supporting BBM Scholarships
for Horticulture and I look forward to the continuing association
with BBM and meeting the next winner.
— Ros Andrews, Trustee, Ryde Student Fund

IGC remains committed to doing what it
can to help raise funds for future BBM
Youth Scholarship Awards.
— Evan Mueller, Independent Garden
Centres.
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The 2019

BBM Awards Night
6 November 2019 - Parliament House Sydney

Above left: Incoming CEO Henrietta Ardlie, James Griffin, MP for Manly, Her Excellency
the Honourable Margaret Beazley AO QC, Governor of New South Wales.
Above right: Outgoing CEO Melanie Stray with past scholar and BBM Member Daniel dal
Bon. Right page top left, Agriculture Scholarship Winner Edwina Warby with family.
Right page below: Trade Scholarship Winner Jarrard Martin with BBM Industry Panel
Member and Little Brother James Lund (Qantas, 1974).
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“Sponsoring the BBM Global
Industry Scholarships is our
way of investing in the future
of horticulture and supporting
Australia’s young gardeners and
landscapers.” - Alex Muldoon of
Mayfield Garden.
Top right: Evelyn Hawkins of Mayfield Garden with 2019 Horticulture
Scholar Brayden Fitzpatrick

“I believe our nation is improved by having a
really good relationship with gardening. The
BBM Scholarships allow young people to
travel and experience the best of horticulture
around the world, to then bring this
knowledge back to improve the profession in
Australia.“
Graham Ross VMM, Founding Chair of the
Australian Garden Council,
BBM Youth Support Ambassador
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